Sociology: Key Terms (text pp.96-103)

Across
3. expectations about how people should behave
5. to study how power forms the basis of the relationships between different groups and creates conflict
13. the study of small groups and individuals within a society
14. to examine how a physical environment and social structures determine one's behaviour

Down
1. the expected behaviour of a person in a particular social position
2. an approach of sociology that analyzes social systems on a large scale
4. to examine conflicts created by gender
6. is considered the 'first sociologist'
7. shared ideas and standards that are considered acceptable and binding
8. the application of the scientific method to obtain quantifiable data in order to understand society
9. these social scientists study the interactions among people living together in a society, and their actions, beliefs, and behaviours
10. when studying society, it is important for sociologists to approach their research in this manner
11. all social a structural functionalist who believed that phenomena and relationships could be explained their functions in society
12. the term 'sociology' was first used by this French philosopher